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Abstract The nature of visual working memory (VWM) rep-
resentations is currently a source of debate between character-
izations as slot-like versus a flexibly-divided pool of re-
sources. Recently, a dynamic neural field model has been
proposed as an alternative account that focuses more on the
processes by which VWM representations are formed, main-
tained, and used in service of behavior. This dynamic model
has explained developmental increases in VWM capacity and
resolution through strengthening excitatory and inhibitory
connections. Simulations of developmental improvements in
VWM resolution suggest that one important change is the
accuracy of comparisons between items held in memory and
new inputs. Thus, the ability to detect changes is a critical
component of developmental improvements in VWM perfor-
mance across tasks, leading to the prediction that capacity and
resolution should correlate during childhood. Comparing 5- to
8-year-old children’s performance across color discrimination
and change detection tasks revealed the predicted correlation

between estimates of VWM capacity and resolution,
supporting the hypothesis that increasing connectivity under-
lies improvements in VWM during childhood. These results
demonstrate the importance of formalizing the processes that
support the use of VWM, rather than focusing solely on the
nature of representations. We conclude by considering our
results in the broader context of VWM development.

Keywords Development . Memory: Visual working and
short-termmemory . Neural networkmodeling

Visual working memory (VWM)1 plays a crucial role in ev-
eryday behavior by connecting our current experiences with
long term memory of familiar objects, people, and places.
Decades of research have demonstrated that VWM has a lim-
ited capacity, estimated to be only 3–5 simple items in adults
(Cowan, 2010). However, the source of this limit remains
hotly debated: Is capacity better conceptualized as arising
from slot-like representations or a flexibly-allocated resource?
We propose a dynamic systems account as an alternative ap-
proach to understanding capacity limits through considering
the processes by which memory representations are formed,
maintained, and used in service of behavior (Johnson,
Simmering, & Buss, 2014; see also Johnson, Spencer, &
Schöner, 2009) and how they change over development
(Simmering, in press; Simmering, Miller, & Bohache, 2015;
Simmering & Patterson, 2012). The current paper tests a pre-
diction of this dynamic account of VWM, namely that devel-
opmental improvements in the capacity and resolution of
VWM arise through a common underlying source.

1 There has been inconsistent use of the terms Bworking^ versus Bshort-
term^ memory to describe performance in the types of laboratory tasks
used here. We use working memory in this paper to be more inclusive
across tasks (see Simmering & Perone, 2013, for discussion).
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The central argument we put forth here is that a more com-
plete understanding of cognition and development can be
gained from taking a process-based approach (which we
achieve through computational modeling) rather than focus-
ing primarily on the nature of representations. As an illustra-
tion of this approach, we show how a careful examination of
the processes supporting the formation, maintenance, and use
of representations in service of behavior lead to specific pre-
dictions for how performance relates across tasks estimating
the capacity and resolution of VWM during early childhood.
This predicted link between these characteristics of VWM
does not discount prior theories of capacity limits, but rather
suggests that these theories were incomplete in their accounts
of how representations support behavior across tasks. By tak-
ing a process-based account, our work helps to reconcile pre-
vious results that appear inconsistent (e.g., Simmering,
in press, described further in the Discussion section) and pro-
vides a more complete theory that synthesizes across different
tasks and age groups. Importantly, our process-based ap-
proach shows that modifications to task structure can reveal
different characteristics of the underlying memory system.

In the sections that follow, we first review theories of
VWM capacity limits in adults, then discuss developmental
changes in VWM and possible mechanisms proposed to ac-
count for these changes. Within these sections we introduce
the dynamic neural field modeling framework that lays the
foundation for the prediction tested here. Following our em-
pirical results, we consider the implications of these findings
for other theories and studies assessing precision and resolu-
tion through different behavioral tasks. Finally, we conclude
by discussing the potential insights to be gained from
implementing behavioral tasks within a process model.

Assessing visual working memory representations
in adults

Decades of research have demonstrated that the amount of
information that can be held in VWM is severely limited,
but the nature of this limit is a continued source of debate
(see Wolfe, 2014, for a recent special issue on the topic).
Some theorists argue that VWM is limited by the number of
items that can be held discretely in memory (often referred to
as Bslots^ theories; e.g., Cowan, 2001; Luck & Vogel, 1997;
Zhang&Luck, 2008), whereas others contend there is no limit
on the number of items, but rather the resolution of
representations is inversely related to the number of items to
be remembered (often referred to as Bresource^ theories; e.g.,
Bays & Husain, 2008; Wilken & Ma, 2004). Most of these
characterizations, as well as Bhybrid^ theories that consider
both number and resolution to be limited (e.g., Alvarez &
Cavanagh, 2004; Xu&Chun, 2006), focus almost exclusively
on the nature of the representations within VWM without

much consideration for how such representations are formed,
maintained, and used in service of behavior across different
types of tasks. Here we argue that taking an alternative ac-
count, a process-based approach to understand how the dy-
namics of the VWM system lead to the limitations evident
across behavioral tasks (Johnson et al., 2014), will provide a
more complete account of cognition and development.

A classic paradigm for estimating VWM capacity is the
change detection task. In this task, a memory array with a
small number of simple objects (e.g., colored squares) is pre-
sented briefly (100–500 ms) on a computer screen, followed
by a short delay (1 s), and presentation of a test array. The test
array may include the same number of items as in memory
array, or only a single item. Typically, the item(s) match the
memory array on half the trials (no-change trials) and differ(s)
by one item on the other half of trials (change trials).
Participants respond Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ to end the trial.
To estimate capacity (K) from this task, hit rates (correct re-
sponses on change trials) and false alarm rates (incorrect re-
sponses on no-change trials) are combined according to a
formula that takes into account the set size, or number of items
within the memory array. Adults’ performance declines (i.e.,
hits decrease and false alarms increase) as the set size in-
creases, and calculations of K are used to estimate the number
of items the participant held in memory across trials (see
Rouder, Morey, Morey, & Cowan, 2011, for discussion).

Although this paradigm lends itself well to capacity esti-
mates assuming slot-like representation of items, it was not
designed to assess other characteristics of VWM, such as the
precision of memory representations or the certainty of deci-
sions. Wilken and Ma (2004) compared this classic paradigm
(with the addition of confidence ratings) to a new paradigm in
which participants were cued to recall the feature of one item
at test. This type of estimation response (e.g., selecting the
color in memory from a color wheel) allowed variance in the
response that could not be assessed through the typically large
changes used in the change detection paradigm (although the
type of change can be manipulated to achieve a more fine-
grained assessment of VWM in change detection; e.g., Awh,
Barton, & Vogel, 2007). By fitting results from both change
detection and recall paradigms with a number of signal detec-
tion models, Wilken and Ma showed that set-size dependent
increases in representational noise (i.e., reduced precision)
could account for behavioral results without positing a limit
on the number of items held in memory.

More recently, van den Berg, Awh, and Ma (2014) fit be-
havioral results from ten studies with the delayed estimation
paradigm with a set of 32 models that varied in assumptions
regarding the number and precision of items held in memory,
as well as whether colors may be mis-localized in space (ac-
counting for response errors in which the wrong target value is
recalled). They concluded that the best fit to the data arose
from models with variable precision and a limited number of
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representations, as well as potential (but rare) wrong-target
responses (see van den Berg et al., 2014, for further details).
These model comparisons highlight the need to consider mul-
tiple dimensions of VWM representations when explaining
adults’ performance on lab tasks: empirical and computational
results do not support theories attributing performance limita-
tions to only the number or only the precision of items in
VWM. As such, a complete theory of VWM performance
must account for limits in both the number and resolution of
items held in memory.

As an alternative to theories focusing primarily on repre-
sentations, Johnson et al. (2014) presented a computational
model that can capture these characteristics through the same
underlying processes by specifying how representations are
formed, maintained, and used in the change detection task.
Their dynamic neural field model architecture (referred to as
Bdynamic model^ here) is composed of two excitatory fields
coupled to a shared inhibitory field. Visual features (e.g., color
or orientation) are represented as localized peaks of activation
within these excitatory fields. Nodes within these fields are
connected through local excitatory interactions that are medi-
ated by lateral inhibitory interactions through the inhibitory
field. The two excitatory fields correspond to the perceptual
processing and memory/maintenance of visual information.
Interactions among fields provide a mechanism for compari-
son between items in memory and perceptual inputs.

A sample simulation is shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate how the
dynamic model performs a trial in the change detection task,
with parameters tuned to adults’ performance (Simmering,
in press). Three inputs to the model, representing three colors
in the memory array, formed three input-driven peaks in the
perceptual field (Fig. 1a). During the presentation of the mem-
ory array, activation projected from the perceptual field to the
working memory field, where the items were encoded as self-
sustaining peaks (Fig. 1b). Activation projected from both
excitatory fields into the shared inhibitory field, producing
bumps of activation at the color values associated with the
items held in working memory (see Inhib in Fig. 1b). The
projection of inhibition back to the excitatory fields through-
out the delay led to troughs of inhibition surrounding the
peaks in the working memory field and at the corresponding
values in the perceptual field (Fig. 1c). When the test array
was presented (Fig. 1d), two inputs that matched items held in
memory were suppressed in the perceptual field (see dashed
circles), but a third novel input produces an input-driven peak
(see solid circle). Decisions in the model are generated
through a simple two-node system in which activation from
the working memory field projects to a Bsame^ decision node
and activation from the perceptual field projects to a
Bdifferent^ decision node (not shown); these nodes compete
in a winner-take-all fashion to generate a single response on
each trial (see Johnson et al., 2014, for further details). In the
sample trial in Fig. 1, this produced a correct Bdifferent^

decision driven by the peak in the perceptual field; note that
projections to the decision system are tuned such that a single
novel item can produce this response even when multiple
items are held in working memory.

Similar to the model that provided the best fit in van den
Berg et al.’s (2014) comparison, the dynamic model presented
by Johnson et al. (2014) captures performance through vari-
able number and resolution of items held in VWM.2 Unlike
theories of VWM that focus on the nature of representations
(i.e., slots vs. resources), the dynamic model includes a pro-
cess account of comparison between items in VWM and the
test array in change detection, as well as the generation of a
Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ response. Model simulations suggest
that errors can arise through these processes as well, not just
due to insufficient number or resolution of items in memory.
An important question is how the precision metric used by van
den Berg et al. relates to the resolution described by Johnson et
al. Although these terms have been used with some overlap in
the literature (e.g., Fukuda, Vogel, Mayr, & Awh, 2010), sim-
ulations of the dynamic model show that they may be disso-
ciable when specifying how representations are used to gen-
erate behavior. The precision of a VWM representation (i.e.,
width of a peak along the color dimension) can be partially
separated from the resolution with which that representation
can be used (i.e., magnitude of change that can be reliably
detected) due to the differences in how these characteristics
relate to behavior. That is, through the continuous interactions
within the fields, two peaks with similar width might have
different inhibitory projections into the perceptual field, which
would affect the reliability with which each peak could be
used to detect small differences. Due to stochastic fluctuations
in activation, it is likely that representation of the same color
value across repeated trials will vary in the depth and width of
the inhibitory trough, which will produce within-subject var-
iability in responses to the same target across trials (cf. Schutte
& Spencer, 2009; see Simmering & Patterson, 2012, for
related behavioral results). Because this variability relates di-
rectly to the excitatory and inhibitory processes that support
the representations and response generation, it emerges from
the process-based approach of the dynamic model. The
models tested by van den Berg et al., by contrast, were not
used to explicitly simulate the generation of behavioral re-
sponses across trials, which leaves room for further explana-
tions of the processes that operate upon memory representa-
tion in the context of different tasks.

In summary, model fits and simulations suggest that the
dominant explanations of VWM representations as slot-

2 One dimension addressed by van den Berg et al. (2014) but not Johnson
et al. (2014) is the localization of targets in space. This has been addressed
within the broader dynamic field theory framework (Schneegans,
Spencer, & Schöner, 2015), and may be particularly important for under-
standing developmental change (Simmering, 2015; Simmering & Wood,
2016).
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versus resource-like have not provided a complete account of
performance, and that both the number and resolution of items
vary in VWM. The process-based dynamic model suggests
errors can arise during encoding, maintenance, comparison,
and/or decision in the change detection task. Not only has this
model quantitatively captured capacity estimates from change
detection (Johnson et al., 2014; Simmering, in press), but it
has also generated novel predictions regarding how items in-
teract in memory (Johnson et al., 2014; Johnson, Spencer,
Luck, & Schöner, 2009). In addition to accounting for adults’
performance, this model includes a specific account for how
VWM changes over development to account for improve-
ments in both capacity and resolution.

Developmental changes in visual working memory

The majority of studies examining developmental change in
VWM have used the change detection paradigm. Results have
shown increasing capacity estimates from early childhood
through adolescence (Buss, Fox, Boas, & Spencer, 2013;
Cowan et al., 2005; Isbell, Fukuda, Neville, & Vogel, 2015;
Kharitonova, Winter, & Sheridan, 2015; Riggs, McTaggart,
Simpson, & Freeman, 2006; Riggs, Simpson, & Potts, 2011;

Simmering, 2012; Simmering et al., 2015; see Simmering,
in press, for discussion of paradigms used to estimate
capacity during infancy), although the magnitudes and trajec-
tories of these estimates varies widely across paradigms (see
Simmering & Perone, 2013, for related discussion). Most de-
velopmental studies have either implicitly or explicitly en-
dorsed a slot-like view, suggesting that the number of items
that can be represented increases without addressing whether
there are corresponding changes in resolution (e.g., Cowan
et al., 2005; Isbell et al., 2015; Kharitonova et al., 2015;
Riggs et al., 2006, 2011).

Other studies have tested for developmental increases in
precision and resolution. For example, one study using an
orientation version of the delayed-estimation paradigm found
developmental increase in precision between 8 and 13 years of
age (Burnett Heyes, Zokaei, van der Staaij, Bays, & Husain,
2012). The authors attributed performance to developmental
increase in precision as resources were divided among repre-
sentations. However, results from a similar paradigm compar-
ing performance between younger (7–9 years) versus older
(10–12 years) children suggested no change in precision be-
tween groups, but rather a developmental decrease in
incorrect-target responses (Sarigiannidis, Crickmore, &
Astle, 2016). Together, these two studies indicate that

Fig. 1 Dynamic model simulation of a change detection trial with
parameters tuned to adults’ performance. Time-slices through the three
fields show activation at: (a) the beginning of the memory array presen-
tation; (b) the end of the memory array presentation; (c) the end of the

delay; (d) the generation of a response during the test array presentation.
PF perceptual field, Inhib inhibitory field, WM working memory field.
Horizontal dashed lines in each field indicate the activation threshold (0)
for interactions among nodes
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children’s estimation responses improve during this develop-
mental period, but it is unclear whether this change is attrib-
utable to changes in the nature of representations, the use of
those representations, or both.

Simmering and Patterson (2012) used a color discrimina-
tion paradigm to test for developmental improvements in
VWM resolution. In this task, children briefly viewed two
colors separated by a short delay, then responded Bsame^ or
Bdifferent^ regarding whether the colors matched exactly. To
estimate thresholds for discriminating between colors, the dif-
ference in color between the two presentations increased or
decreased in small increments across trials following a stair-
casing procedure. By conducting multiple runs to each of two
target colors, Simmering and Patterson calculated both a mean
difference in colors necessary to respond Bdifferent,^ as well
as variability across runs within each participant. Results
showed improvements in both measures (mean difference
and variability) between 4 and 6 years of age, indicating im-
proved resolution in VWM over development. These results
supported the prediction that the reliability with which chil-
dren could use VWM representations to identify small chang-
es improves during early childhood.

Together these empirical studies demonstrate developmen-
tal increases in the capacity, precision, and resolution of
VWM. However, because these paradigms have focused on
only one characteristic of memory at a time (i.e., capacity in
change detection, precision in delayed estimation, or resolu-
tion in discrimination), it is unknown how these improve-
ments relate to one another over development. In parallel to
the theories of VWM in adults, the dominant theories that
propose developmental increases in slots (e.g., Riggs et al.,
2011) or improved resource distribution (e.g., Burnett Heyes
et al., 2012) focus on the representations without specifying
how VWM operates in the context of behavior. By contrast,
the dynamic model framework describe above has been ap-
plied to both change detection and color discrimination tasks,
with simulations suggesting that the same underlying mecha-
nism could produce developmental increases in both VWM
capacity and resolution.

To account for developmental improvements in VWM ca-
pacity, Simmering and colleagues (Simmering, in press;
Simmering et al., 2015) proposed a variant of the spatial pre-
cision hypothesis that was has previously explained develop-
mental changes in spatial cognition (see Simmering &
Schutte, 2015, for review). In particular, Simmering (in press)
showed that strengthening connectivity (local excitation and
lateral inhibition) within the dynamic model increased real-
time stability in VWM over development, which produced
increases in capacity among other changes. In contrast to
long-term notions of developmental stability in which early
behavior predicts later behavior, real-time stability refers to
how robustly the VWM system functions in the moment of
a behavioral task (see Simmering & Perone, 2013, for related

discussion). In the context of VWM, the term real-time stabil-
ity refers to a collection of consequences that arise from
strengthening connectivity: faster encoding speeds; more ac-
curate representation of stimuli; decreased interference and
decay during maintenance; increased capacity; and more reli-
able use of representation in service of different behaviors (see
Simmering, in press, for further details). Importantly, all of
these cognitive changes in real-time stability arise collectively
through a common underlying change in the strength of ex-
citatory and inhibitory connections.

Figure 2 shows a simulation to illustrate how the dynamic
model performance of a trial in the change detection task
differs with weaker parameters to capture early development
(Simmering, in press). The trial followed the same progression
as in Fig. 1, with three items from the memory array creating
input-driven peaks in the perceptual field (Fig. 2a), then
forming peaks in working memory (Fig. 2b) that are main-
tained throughout the delay (Fig. 2c). Compared to the simu-
lation shown in Fig. 1, the simulation with the Bchild^ param-
eters had weaker peaks in both the perceptual and working
memory fields (reflecting weaker excitation) and shallower
inhibition (reflecting both weaker inhibitory projections as
well as lower activation in the Inhibitory Layer, which results
from less activation projected from the other layers). Because
inhibition plays a central role in comparison to detect new
items (as described above), the Bchild^ parameters result in
more missed changes, as illustrated in Fig. 2d. In this trial,
activation associated with the new item in the test array did
not surpass threshold in the perceptual field (see circle in
Fig. 2d) and therefore did not signal a change.

Although this simulation illustrates how weaker con-
nectivity can lead to missed changes, this is not the sole
mechanism by which performance changes over devel-
opment in the dynamic model; the number of items that
can be held in memory increases with stronger connec-
tivity. Simmering and colleagues quantitatively fit
change detection performance in 3- to 5-year-olds
(Simmering, in press) and 7-year-olds (Simmering
et al., 2015), demonstrating how strengthening connec-
tivity can produce the types of developmental improve-
ments seen in children’s performance. Simmering (in
press) reported that the number of items (peaks) that
could be maintained in the model increased over devel-
opment: in simulation of set size five, the parameters
tuned for 3-, 4-, and 5-year-olds’ performance main-
tained an average of 3.23, 3.93, and 4.38 peaks on
these trials, respectively. Simmering et al. (2015) did
not report the number of peaks from their simulations,
but analysis of their simulation results show an average
of 4.84 peaks in set size five when fitting 7-year-olds’
performance. Johnson et al. (2014) simulated adults’
performance in set size six, and showed that the Badult^
parameters maintained an average of 5.79 peaks. Thus,
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strengthening connectivity over development quantita-
tively fit children’s and adults’ change detection perfor-
mance through not only an increase in capacity, but also
an improved ability to detect changes.

Using a similar model architecture and developmental
change,3 Simmering and Patterson (2012) predicted develop-
mental improvements in VWM resolution. In particular, they
tested model’s detection of small changes in color after a brief
delay in a color discrimination task (modeled after position
discrimination tasks, e.g., Simmering & Spencer, 2008). As in
the change detection task, detecting changes in this color dis-
crimination task in the model depended on balance between
excitation from the in-coming input and the spread of inhibi-
tion in the perceptual field. Their simulations showed that
weaker connectivity in the Bchild^ parameters led to shallow,
inconsistent inhibitory troughs in the perceptual field. This led

the model to require larger changes to detect a difference, and
also produced variability in responding across repeated pre-
sentations of the same stimuli. In their behavioral tasks, 4- to
6-year-old children showed a similar developmental progres-
sion, with younger children requiring larger differences in
color to reliably report differences, as well as more variability
in young children’s response across runs within the stair-
casing procedure.

The computational implementation of the theory allows for
explorations of concepts like capacity, precision, and resolu-
tion in ways that are more difficult in solely conceptual theo-
ries. In particular, Simmering and Patterson’s (2012) model
simulations indicated that improved detection of small chang-
es over development arose not through more precise represen-
tations (i.e., narrower peaks), but rather through the related
inhibitory component that provides the mechanism of com-
parison between memory and the perceptual input. Thus, im-
proved resolution in how memory is used can produce a be-
havioral pattern that might be assumed to reflect memory pre-
cision (e.g., Machizawa & Driver, 2011). This computational
implementation also suggests an explicit link between devel-
opmental increases in capacity and resolution of memory. In
particular, as connectivity strengthens over development, this
allows for more robust use of the VWM system to represent
more items in memory at once (increased capacity) and use
representations more reliably to detect small changes when a

3 The simulations presented by Simmering and Patterson (2012) used the
architecture and parameters from Simmering (2008), which was a precur-
sor to the model in Simmering (in press). Importantly, the slightly differ-
ent model implementations between Simmering (2008) and Simmering
(in press) were both able to quantitatively fit the same data set of chil-
dren’s and adults’ performance in two VWM tasks. The ability to fit the
same data set with variants of the model indicates that the precise param-
eter settings are not vital to the success of the model. Rather, the qualita-
tive dynamics of the interactions that are produced by these similar archi-
tectures embody the central concepts of the theory that lead to the predic-
tions generated by this theoretical perspective.

Fig. 2 Dynamic model simulation of a change detection trial with parameters tuned to children’s performance. Panels and lines are as in Fig. 1
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single item is held in VWM (increased resolution). If these
changes indeed share a common underlying source, then chil-
dren’s performance should correlate across tasks assessing
capacity and resolution. We tested our prediction by compar-
ing 5- to 8-year-old children’s performance across tasks that
had previously been used to measure these constructs in sep-
arate groups of children (Simmering, 2012; Simmering &
Patterson, 2012).

Although this prediction arose from the account of change
detection performance and developmental change put forth by
Simmering and colleagues, it is not necessarily incompatible
with other theoretical perspectives; rather, we contend that
most alternative theories are not sufficiently specific to gener-
ate this prediction. As noted above, most theories of develop-
ment have focused on only one characteristic of VWM repre-
sentations (e.g., capacity, Cowan et al., 2005; Isbell et al.,
2015; Kharitonova et al., 2015; Riggs et al., 2006, 2011; or
precision, Burnett Heyes et al., 2012) and have not considered
how changes in one characteristic might impact performance
across behavioral tasks. For example, although Burnett Heyes
et al. showed that precision improved developmentally when
estimating the orientation of a bar held in memory alone or
with two other items, they did not discuss how these changes
in precision would affect performance in the change detection
task used to estimate capacity. Through the computational
specificity of the dynamic model, on the other hand, we can
assess how the same change in underlying processes leads to
different behavioral effects across tasks designed to measure
capacity and resolution. The simulations we presented above
indicate that the ability to detect changes is central to both
types of tasks, although prior theories have posited separate
processes for detecting small versus large changes (seeWilken
& Ma, 2004). We test this prediction in our experiment by
comparing resolution to capacity, as well as overall change
detection performance, and hits versus correct rejections in
change detection. As our results show, resolution was more
strongly related to capacity than age in our sample, suggesting
that these two characteristics of VWM improve together over
development in a manner more specific than is captured by
chronological age.

Empirical test of predictions

Method

Participants A total of 79 children participated; parents re-
ported normal visual acuity and no history of colorblindness.
Of these participants, eight were excluded from all analyses
for the following reasons: incomplete data due to ending early
(three) or experimenter error (one); not understanding/
complying with instructions (two); equipment failure (one);
or a capacity estimate at ceiling (one; described below). The

remaining 71 children were included for initial analyses, but
six were identified as outliers on one or both measures (de-
scribed further below), leading to a final sample of 65 children
(M age = 6.56 years, SD = 0.72, range = 5.30–8.46 years; 29
girls) for the primary analyses. Children were recruited
through a database of families interested in research participa-
tion maintained by a university-affiliated research center.
Informed consent was obtained from parents before children
participated.

Apparatus Tasks were presented on a 15.4-in widescreen
Dell Latitude E6500 laptop computer in a room with dim
overhead lighting. Stimulus presentation was controlled by
Matlab using the Psychophysics Toolbox extension (version
3, Kleiner, Brainard, & Pelli, 2007). Color discrimination
stimuli (mittens) appeared within 6.35 cm wide × 7.62 cm tall
white rectangles (approximately 6° × 7.27° visual angle at a
viewing distance of 60 cm) against a gray background (RGB
values = 200, 200, 200); the interior colors of the mitten stim-
uli were determined according to a stair-casing procedure (de-
scribed below). Mitten stimuli were centered vertically on the
screen and presented on the left half of the screen for trials to
Target 1 and the right half of the screen for trials to Target 2
(see Fig. 3). On each trial, the first mitten appeared in the left
position and the second appeared on the right position, within
the respective half of the monitor.

Change detection stimulus arrays consisted of one to five
colored squares (2.54 cm or 2.43° on a side) presented at
random locations on a gray background (RGB = 150, 150,
150). Colors were drawn randomly without replacement from
the set of eight colors used in Simmering (2012), shown in
Fig. 3b: black (RGB = 0, 0, 0), blue (0, 0, 255), cyan (0, 255,
255), green (0, 255, 0), red (255, 0, 0), violet (238, 130, 238),
white (255, 255, 255), and yellow (255, 255, 0).

Procedure Participants completed exact replications of
Simmering and Patterson’s (2012, Experiment 2) color dis-
crimination task followed by Simmering’s (2012; replication
of Riggs et al., 2006) change detection task. The discrimina-
tion task was presented first to ensure that children would
attend to small (within-category) changes in color, rather than
only to the large (categorical) changes used in the change
detection task. The total duration of participation was 20–
30 min.

Experimenters explained the color discrimination task to
children as a matching game in which they had to find mittens
that were the exact same colors. Flashcards showing mittens
that either matched exactly or had small differences in color
supported the experimenters’ explanation of the task as they
presented four demonstration trials (two in which the colors
matched, two in which the colors differed). Once children
understood the task, the experimenter began the test trials on
the laptop. On each trial, the mittens were shown for 500 ms
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each, separated by a 1-s delay (see Fig. 3a). Children verbally
responded Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ following presentation of the
second mitten, and the experimenter entered the response on a
keypad. Experimenters initiated each trial with a keypress and
could repeat a trial if the child was not looking; this occurred
at least once for 21 children (33 % of sample), and more than
once for ten of those 21 children (15 % of total sample).
Children did not receive feedback on the accuracy of their
responses, although general positive encouragement was pro-
vided by the experimenter throughout the task.

Across trials, two target colors (136° [RGB = 136,
132, 20] and 356° [RGB = 131, 115, 189] in the 360°
color space from Johnson, Spencer, Luck, et al., 2009;
Simmering & Patterson, 2012, Experiment 2) were pre-
sented as the first mitten within a trial, and the color of
the second mitten was selected according to a stair-
casing procedure in alternating ascending and descend-
ing runs across trials. We chose a stair-casing design,
rather than the method of constant stimuli, to reduce the
total number of trial required from each participant, thus
increasing the likelihood that children would be able to
complete both tasks required for our current design (see
Simmering & Patterson, 2012, for further discussion).
Trial runs using Target 1 were presented on the left side

of the computer monitor, and trial runs using Target 2
were presented on the right side of the computer mon-
itor; which color served as Target 1 versus 2 was
counterbalanced across participants (Fig. 3 shows 136°
as Target 1 and 356° as Target 2; note that colors may
appear different in print or across different computer
monitors).

Participants completed six runs per target, alternating
between Targets 1 and 2. The first run to each target
began with the mitten colors matching exactly; follow-
ing each Bsame^ response from the participant, the next
trial would present a color one step (8°) in color space
more different from the target color (ascending runs).
Following a Bdifferent^ response, ascending runs termi-
nated, and the next run to that target presented a sepa-
rate one step larger; the second run to a target would
continue as an ascending run if the participant
responded Bsame,^ or as a descending run (presenting
separations one step smaller) if the participant
responded Bdifferent.^ Runs continued in this fashion,
alternating across target colors, until the participant
completed twelve runs (six per target; see Appendix A
for sample sessions illustrating the stair-casing proce-
dure). The total number of trials completed by each
participant varied according to their responses due to
the stair-casing design; for participants who were not
excluded as outliers in this task (as described below),
the total number of trials ranged from 27 to 69 (M =
38.31, SD = 9.49).

Following a short break after completion of the color dis-
crimination task, the experimenter explained the change de-
tection task as a new matching game in which children would
see multiple colors and have to identify whether the colors
matched across sets. Children were shown a page with two
sample trials in set size three, one in which one color changed
and one in which the colors remained the same. The experi-
menter emphasized that if any of the colors changed between
the first and second display, the child should respond
Bdifferent.^ Once children understood how to play the game,
the experimenter began the computerized task. Children first
completed a practice block with six trials, including one
change trial and one no change trial each in set sizes one,
two and three. For practice trials, the memory array was pre-
sented for 2 s, followed by a 1-s delay, then the test array,
which remained visible until the child verbally responded
Bsame^ or Bdifferent^ and the experimenter entered the re-
sponse on a keypad. Following the practice block, children
completed five test blocks corresponding to set sizes one
through five (see Fig. 3B for examples of set sizes three and
four) with 12 trials each for a total of 60 test trials (half change,
half no-change). Set size order was randomized for each par-
ticipant. For test trials, the duration of the memory array was
decreased to 500 ms (Riggs et al., 2006; Simmering, 2012).

Fig. 3 Sample trials from (a) color discrimination and (b) change
detection tasks. Target 1 in color discrimination shows no change in
color; Target 2 shows a 16° change. Stimuli are not drawn precisely to
scale
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Throughout the change detection task, incorrect responses
were followed by a buzzer sound.

Method of analysis For the color discrimination task, per-
formance was analyzed following Simmering and Patterson
(2012, Experiment 2) by taking the smallest color separation
at which the participant responded Bdifferent^ within each of
the six runs per target, then computing the mean separation
across runs as the participant’s threshold of Bjust noticeable
difference^ (JND); for ease of interpretation, we calculated
these as difference scores, that is, negative values with scores
closer to zero indicating better performance. JND estimates
were averaged across targets to arrive at one value per partic-
ipant. Four children were identified as outliers due to their
JND being more than 2 SD below the group mean (shown
in Fig. 4 and described further below).

For the change detection task, participants’ responses
were classified as correct rejections (correct no-change
trials), hits (correct change trials), misses (incorrect
change trials), or false alarms (incorrect no-change tri-
als). Performance was analyzed by estimating capacity
(K) for each child using Pashler’s (1988) formula, K =
SS * (H - FA)/(1 – FA), based on the hit (H) and false
alarm (FA) rates for each set size (SS). Because K can-
not exceed the set size tested, this value may underes-
timate capacity when small set sizes are included. There
have been a number of approaches to overcoming this
limitation to arrive at a single capacity estimate per
participant (see Appendix B for comparison of
multiple methods). We chose to average multiple esti-
mates per child, but exclude those likely to be limited
by set size based on the each individual child’s perfor-
mance. In particular, we ordered each child’s estimates
by increasing set size (one through five; note that this
was not the order in which set sizes were completed, as
described above), then averaged all estimates beginning
with first set size in which K < SS for that child. For
example, if a child had K estimates of 1.00, 2.00, 2.50,
2.40, and 2.50, respectively across set sizes one through
five, only estimates from set sizes three through five
(2.50, 2.40, and 2.50) would be averaged (resulting in
K = 2.47), as K = SS in set sizes one and two (see
Appendix B for further details). We chose this method
because it was more sensitive to individual differences
in performance by including estimates from multiple set
sizes, but excluded low estimates that may have been
limited by set size. Using this method led to the exclu-
sion of one child for whom K = SS across all five set
sizes (noted above as having capacity estimates at ceil-
ing). Additionally, three children were identified as out-
liers due to their mean thresholds being more than 2 SD
below the group mean (shown in Fig. 4A and described
further below).

Results

We hypothesized that a shared mechanism of developmental
change underlies both increases in resolution (JND) and ca-
pacity (K ). To test this, we calculated Pearson’s correlations
betweenK (including outliersM = 2.03, SD = 0.83; excluding
outliersM = 2.13, SD = 0.71) and JND (including outliersM =
-18.73, SD = 10.96; excluding outliers M = -16.61, SD =
6.35), as well as the correlations between each of these factors
and age. We first computed these correlations without exclud-
ing outliers; Fig. 4A shows the full set of 71 participants’
data, which revealed a positive correlation between capac-
ity and resolution, r69 = .359, p = .001 (all reported
p-values are one-tailed). This figure clearly shows a few
cases of poor performance on each measure, which may
have influenced the overall correlation. This led us to
exclude data points that were more than two standard
deviations below the mean on either measure (i.e., K be-
low 0.36, JND below −40.64); these outlier values are
indicated by circles in Fig. 4A. After removing these six
data points, the positive correlation between capacity and
resolution remained significant (diamonds in Fig. 4A),
r63 = .356, p = .002, supporting our prediction. Note that
both capacity and resolution were not significantly corre-
lated with age (r63 = .150, p = .117, and r63 = .110,
p = .191 respectively), although there were small positive
relations among these measures, as shown in Fig. 4B.
Even though these correlations were not statistically sig-
nificant, we followed up with a partial correlation control-
ling for age, to ensure that contributions from age were
not driving our overall correlation: again, the positive
correlation between capacity and resolution remained sig-
nificant, r62 = .345, p = .003. Thus, the relation between
children’s resolution and capacity does not depend only
on the variance accounted for by chronological age. This
is consistent with prior demonstrations showing relatively
gradual developmental improvements in resolution and
capacity in this age range (Simmering, 2012; Simmering
& Patterson, 2012) and indicates that age is only a proxy
for the maturity of VWM.

One potential limitation of these analyses is that the K
formula assumes a slot-like representation of VWM. To avoid
relying solely on the assumptions underlying this formula to
support our results, we also computed the correlation between
resolution and overall proportion correct in the change detec-
tion task (M = .85, SD = .053), which revealed a similar result,
r63 = .225, p = .036. Furthermore, because our model simula-
tions suggest that detection of changes is the central process
that relates performance across tasks, we analyzed the corre-
lation between resolution and overall hit rate in change detec-
tion (M = .79, SD = .093); this analysis revealed the predicted
positive correlation, r63 = .327, p = .004. By contrast, resolu-
tion was not significantly correlated with overall correct
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rejections in change detection (M = .91, SD = .073),4 r63 =
.083, p = .256. The different relations between resolution and
hits versus correct rejections suggests our effect is not driven
solely by children being generally good at memory tasks, but
rather due to the shared underlying process of detecting
changes, as predicted by model simulations.

Discussion

The goal of this paper was to test a dynamic account of
VWM capacity limits, resolution, and development.
Simmering and colleagues previously showed that this
model could capture developmental improvements in
both the resolution and capacity of VWM during early
to middle childhood (Simmering, in press; Simmering
et al., 2015; Simmering & Patterson, 2012). The current
paper tested the prediction that behavioral estimates of

these characteristics should be correlated in children.
Results supported this prediction with a significant cor-
relation between resolution (as estimated from a color
discrimination task) and capacity (as estimated in the
change detection task), which was driven primarily by
the detection of changes in both tasks. Through formal-
izing VWM performance in a process-based model, we
have shown how VWM resolution and capacity esti-
mates relate to the underlying process of comparing
items held in memory to new inputs. These results pro-
vide further support for the dynamic account of VWM
limits and changes in real-time stability as a mechanism
of developmental improvements in VWM.

Although these results support the prediction derived from
the dynamic model, a number of questions remain, which we
consider in turn here. First, we compare other theoretical ac-
counts of capacity limits and development to our proposed
mechanism. Second, we discuss how the dynamic model
would address tasks used to estimate the precision of VWM,
and how precision and resolution might relate in the model
and in visual cognition. Third, we consider how co-
developing processes might contribute to memory task perfor-
mance. Lastly, we conclude by arguing for increased

4 Eight children scored at ceiling on correct rejections across set sizes,
which may have truncated variance in this measure; after excluding these
children’s data (M = .89, SD = .068), the correlation remained non-sig-
nificant, r55 = .094, p = .243.

Fig. 4 Correlations between (a) capacity and resolution, (b) capacity and age on the left axis, and resolution and age on the right axis
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specificity in theories to clarify the correspondence between
representations, cognitive processes, and behavior.

Comparison with alternative theories of VWM capacity
and development

The prediction derived from the developmental change put
forth by Simmering and colleagues is not the only potential
explanation for changes in resolution or capacity over devel-
opment. It is not clear whether other theories could accommo-
date our results with some modification, but at the current
level of specificity, no other theory would predict the correla-
tion presented here. Most theories have addressed only in-
creases in capacity (e.g., Cowan et al., 2005; Isbell et al.,
2015; Kharitonova et al., 2015; Riggs et al., 2006, 2011) or
precision (Burnett Heyes et al., 2012) as potential develop-
mental changes, without considering whether or how the
two relate developmentally. These theories are, at the least,
under-specified to address our prediction, and at most directly
inconsistent with our results. For example, theories of the
source of capacity limits in adults have argued for limits only
in the number (e.g., Zhang & Luck, 2008) or resolution (e.g.,
Wilken&Ma, 2004) of items in VWM,whichwould preclude
predicting a systematic relationship between these two char-
acteristics of VWM over development. More recent accounts
that consider limits in both the number and resolution of items
propose that representational resolution varies inversely with
the number of items represented (with the possibility of ran-
dom fluctuations across items and trials), without specifying
the processes that lead to variation in resolution (e.g., van den
Berg et al., 2014). These accounts may be able to explain how
resolution relates to the number of items on a given trial (cf.
Burnett Heyes et al., 2012), but would not predict that the
resolution of a single item (as tested in our color discrimina-
tion task) relates systematically to the number of items repre-
sented in a different task (change detection).

In contrast to the dominant theories of VWM capacity and
development, the dynamic model provides a specific mecha-
nistic explanation of how local excitation and lateral inhibition
contribute to limits on both the number and resolution of rep-
resentations, as well as how strengthening connectivity over
development leads to improvements in both capacity and res-
olution. Specifically, the role of inhibition as a mechanism for
comparison between items held in memory and the perceptual
input from the test array led to the prediction that the ability to
detect small changes (resolution) corresponds to the ability to
detect a change in one of multiple items (hit rate and capacity).
Thus, at present, the dynamic model presented here provides
the only specific account of how behavior should relate across
these tasks over development.

The dynamic model architecture has not only quantitatively
simulated children’s and adults’ behavior in the standard
change detection task (Johnson et al., 2014; Simmering,

in press; Simmering et al., 2015), but also generated novel
predictions regarding the effects of familiarity (Simmering et
al., 2015) and similarity of items in memory (Johnson, 2008;
Johnson et al., 2014; Johnson, Spencer, Luck, et al., 2009).
Beyond the change detection task, this modeling framework
has also been used to simulate infants’ and children’s perfor-
mance in a looking task designed to assess VWM capacity
(Perone, Simmering, & Spencer, 2011; Simmering, in press).
This computational work bridging tasks and developmental
periods provides an opportunity to examine how other behav-
iors relate to VWM processes. One of the primary advantages
of implementing theories computationally is the ability to
specify the manner in which processes interact in the context
of specific tasks (Simmering & Patterson, 2012), which pro-
vides an opportunity to integrate findings across previously
disconnected domains (Simmering, in press; Simmering &
Spencer, 2008).

VWM precision

Further research is needed to test whether the dynamic model
could also capture performance in tasks used to estimate
VWM precision, and how behavioral estimates of precision
and resolution relate in VWM over development. Studies with
a focus on the precision of VWM typically use delayed esti-
mation tasks with precision estimated from the variance in
responses across trials. At present, the delayed estimation
tasks have not been used with children younger than 7 years,
which is one reason we chose not to include it in the current
study. This is partially due the task requiring a relatively large
number of trials (cf. 145 trials in Burnett Heyes et al., 2012; or
150 trials in Sarigiannidis et al., 2016), which is difficult for
young children to complete, especially with other tasks as part
of the same study. An important goal for future research is to
incorporate performance on this task into a more comprehen-
sive theory of VWM performance and development, which
will require both empirical and theoretical work.

Would the dominant theoretical perspectives predict rela-
tions among precision (as estimated by the delay-estimation
task), resolution (as estimated in discrimination tasks), and
capacity (as estimated by change detection)? For the most
part, slot and resource theories do not specifically address this
question, partly because the notion of resolution we endorse
here (using a representation to detect a change) is not mea-
sured using estimation tasks. Thus, it is possible that resource
accounts would predict that resolution in detecting small
changes would be directly related to precision of estimation
responses, but theories thus far have not been specified to
address this question. Furthermore, although resource ac-
counts have specifically proposed that apparent capacity limits
in change detection are due to load-related reductions in pre-
cision rather than a limited number of representations, it is not
clear how strongly individual differences in single-item
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precision should relate to load-related changes in precision
(i.e., change detection performance) from this perspective.

Addressing the potential link between precision and reso-
lution in the dynamic model would require further computa-
tional development to quantitatively fit performance in the
delayed estimation task. Simulations thus far indicate that
the precision of a representation (i.e., peak width) is not iso-
morphic with the resolution (i.e., size of change that can be
reliably detected), suggesting a dissociation in behavioral es-
timates of these characteristics of memory. However, a prima-
ry lesson to be learned from the dynamic model implementa-
tion is that performance is multiply determined, and behavior-
al responses are not direct reflections of the underlying repre-
sentations. Therefore, it is possible that the variability of esti-
mation responses used as an index of VWM precision reflect
more than simply the nature of the representation.

Initial evidence supporting this intuition can be found in
simulations of children’s and adults’ performance in spatial
recall tasks, which have a structure comparable to single-
item color and orientation estimation tasks. Spencer and col-
leagues have quantitatively simulated children’s (e.g., Schutte
& Spencer, 2009) and adults’ (e.g., Lipinski, Simmering,
Johnson, & Spencer, 2010) spatial recall performance in a
related dynamic model. On each trial in these tasks, a single
spatial positionwas presented as a target within a homogenous
display (e.g., a sandbox or computer screen), then following a
10-s delay the participant pointed to the remembered target
location. Results have shown variability in responses to the
same target location across repeated trials within individuals
(Schutte & Spencer, 2009). To simulate these tasks, Spencer
and colleagues generated Bpointing^ responses from the mod-
el by reading out the position of the peak along the spatial
dimension at the end of the delay. Critically, model simula-
tions showed variability in responses from trial to trial that
correspond to the variability shown by children and adults.
In the model, this variability across trials resulted from peaks
Bdrifting^ along the spatial dimension by differing amounts.
Furthermore, developmental simulations showed that
strengthening connectivity produced a reduction in variability,
which could be interpreted as an increase in precision over
development (cf. Burnett Heyes et al., 2012). Comparison of
peaks in the working memory field of the spatial simulations
showed some narrowing of these representations over devel-
opment,5 but not enough to account for the behavioral

differences. Rather, reduction in behavioral variance also
depended on less drift in peaks across trials, suggesting that
the typical index used to estimate precision (i.e., variability in
responding) might not solely reflect the precision of individual
memory representations.

To generalize these simulation results to the color or orien-
tation recall tasks, the position of the peak along the color or
orientation dimension in the model could be read out to gen-
erate the recall response (e.g., Johnson, 2008; Johnson,
Ambrose, Dineva, & Spencer, 2016). Variability in responses
across trials (as seen in the spatial recall simulations) is
interpreted as reflecting the precision of the underlying color
or orientation in the delayed-estimation tasks (Bays &Husain,
2008). However, simulations of spatial recall suggest that such
variability in behavior could arise through shifts in the posi-
tion of peaks along relevant dimension alone, not necessarily
the width (i.e., precision) of the peak. Further model simula-
tions will be needed to verify that such an effect can be cap-
tured quantitatively (see Johnson & Simmering, 2015, for
further discussion), but conceptually the two behavioral as-
sessments of the precision or resolution of memory represen-
tations—estimation responses or Bsame^/Bdifferent^ judg-
ments—could correspond in this architecture without
reflecting solely the width of peaks held in the working mem-
ory field. The central argument arising from this review of
model simulations and the current behavioral data is that the-
ories focusing exclusively on representations provide an in-
complete account of behavior, which can result in potential
misattribution of behavioral effects to characteristics of
memory.

Related cognitive processes

An important contrast between the dynamic model and classic
information processing explanations of memory is the conti-
nuity of processes within a task. Early descriptions of memory
systems posited separation of encoding, maintenance, and re-
trieval processes (e.g., Atkinson & Shiffrin, 1968), but in the
dynamic model these processes are identical: the same excit-
atory and inhibitory connections support these Bstages^ in the
task, and only differences in the presence or absence of input
from the task structure differentiate encoding from mainte-
nance of items (see Simmering, in press, for evidence that
task structure can modulate capacity). This raises the question
of how other cognitive characteristics that have classically
been considered separable from memory storage, such as at-
tention or processing speed, could emerge within the dynamic
model architecture. To preview, behavioral effects attributed
to attention and processing speed could arise through the con-
tinuous processes implemented in the dynamic model, and the
apparent dissociation from memory could reflect changes in
the structure of the tasks rather than reliance on different cog-
nitive abilities.

5 Simulations of spatial recall also include peaks corresponding to per-
ceptual reference frames in the perceptual field; over development, such
reference peaks shift from an excitatory influence to an inhibitory influ-
ence as connectivity strengthens. Reference-related inhibition contributes
to delay-dependent drift, and also serves to narrow peaks as they are
maintained in the working memory field (see Simmering & Schutte,
2015, for further details). No analogous reference is present in color
memory tasks, which would eliminate this source of narrowing from
simulations of color estimation tasks.
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We first consider the relations among cognitive processes
in the context of infant visual recognition. Rose, Feldman, and
Jankowski (2002) developed a Bprocessing speed^ task in
which infants view a series of paired images, one that remains
the same across trials and one that changes. Trials continued
until the infant showed a robust novelty preference, and the
number of trials to criterion can be used as an individual met-
ric of processing speed, or the amount of accumulated expe-
rience needed to form a robust memory representation of the
familiar item. This task also affords a second measure, pur-
ported to measure attention: shift rate, which is the frequency
with which infants shift gaze between the two images on each
trial. Across a series of studies, Rose and colleagues have
demonstrated both individual and developmental differences
in processing speed and shift rate (see Rose, Feldman, &
Jankowski, 2007, for review).

A variant of the dynamic model presented here has been
used to simulate infants’ performance in the processing speed
task (Perone & Spencer, 2013, 2014). These simulations

suggest that individual and developmental differences could
be realized through the same type of mechanism. They pre-
sented a series of long-term learning simulations in which
Binfant^ models gained experience in a simulated visual
world; the model was equipped with a simple Hebbian learn-
ing process by which above-threshold activation in the
perceptual and working memory fields left excitatory traces
at the corresponding feature values. These excitatory traces
built up slowly with experience, which allowed for
distribution across the feature dimension through varying
experiences. Following this autonomous development,
Perone and Spencer (2013) tested these individual Binfants^
(i.e., models with individual developmental histories) in the
processing speed task. These simulations showed that this
accumulation of experience provided the typical developmen-
tal improvements: BOlder^ models with more experience
encoded items in to memory more quickly and showed faster
shift rates (cf. parameter tuning by Perone & Spencer, 2014).
Comparing within a given Bage^ group also revealed robust
individual differences, with slower encoding at the simulated
equivalent of 7 months predicting slower encoding in the
samemodels at the equivalent of 12 months. These simulation
results provide compelling evidence that individual and devel-
opmental differences in measures of processing speed and
attention (shift rate) could arise through accumulated experi-
ence within an integrated memory system.

Results from the Perone and Spencer (2013, 2014) sim-
ulations call into question classic notions of separability
between cognitive processes, and instead highlight the
need to understand how behavior arises from the under-
lying processes within specific task contexts. A similar
demonstration can be found in Simmering’s (in press)
comparison of 3- to 5-year-old children’s performance be-
tween the change detection task and an infant change-
preference task designed to assess capacity (Ross-
Sheehy, Oakes, & Luck, 2003). Behavioral results showed
a developmental increase in shift rate in the change-
preference task that paralleled increases in capacity esti-
mates from the change detection task. Model simulations
indicated that these behaviors related through their reli-
ance on the processes supporting the formation, mainte-
nance, and comparison of items within the tasks. In par-
ticular, fixation in the model is linked to perceptual pro-
cessing, such that activation within the perceptual field
supports continued fixation. As memory representations
build in the working memory field, activation in the per-
ceptual field is suppressed (as described above and shown
in Figs. 1 and 2, this is the recognition mechanism in the
dynamic model), and fixation is released. Thus, in the
model, an increased shift rate reflects faster encoding
and recognition of items in memory, not just attention.
Simmering’s behavioral results supported this link, show-
ing that individual differences in shift rate in the looking

Table 1 Trial sequence in the color discrimination task for participant 1

Trial
no.

Run/
Target
no.

Run
direction

Mitten
1 color

Mitten
2 color

Response

1 R1/T1 Ascending 136 136 Same
2 R1/T1 Ascending 136 144 Same
3 R1/T1 Ascending 136 152 Different
4 R1/T2 Ascending 356 356 Same
5 R1/T2 Ascending 356 4 Same
6 R1/T2 Ascending 356 12 Same
7 R1/T2 Ascending 356 20 Different
8 R2/T1 Descending 136 160 Different
9 R2/T1 Descending 136 152 Different
10 R2/T1 Descending 136 144 Same
11 R2/T2 Descending 356 28 Different
12 R2/T2 Descending 356 20 Different
13 R2/T2 Descending 356 12 Same
14 R3/T1 Ascending 136 136 Same
15 R3/T1 Ascending 136 144 Different
16 R3/T2 Descending 356 4 Different
17 R3/T2 Descending 356 356 Same
18 R4/T1 Descending 136 152 Different
19 R4/T1 Descending 136 144 Same
20 R4/T2 Ascending 356 356 Same
21 R4/T2 Ascending 356 4 Same
22 R4/T2 Ascending 356 12 Same
23 R4/T2 Ascending 356 20 Different
24 R5/T1 Ascending 136 136 Same
25 R5/T1 Ascending 136 144 Different
26 R5/T2 Ascending 356 28 Same
27 R5/T2 Ascending 356 36 Different
28 R6/T1 Descending 136 152 Different
29 R6/T1 Descending 136 144 Different
30 R6/T1 Descending 136 136 Same
31 R6/T2 Descending 356 44 Different
32 R6/T2 Descending 356 36 Different
33 R6/T2 Descending 356 28 Same

Note. Mitten colors are reported in degrees. The first trial in each run is
marked in bold for ease of reading
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task correlated with capacity estimates from the change
detection task (after controlling for age).

Beyond these types of looking tasks, the dynamic mod-
el architecture has been used to simulate two other notions
of attention over development. First, in a larger dynamic
neural field architecture, Buss and Spencer (2014) simu-
lated children’s performance in the dimensional change
card sort task, which requires children to first sort a set
of simple colored shapes by one dimension (e.g., by
shape) then switch to sort by the other dimension (e.g.,
color). Buss and Spencer implemented the sorting rule as
a boost to the relevant dimension (i.e., increasing the rest-
ing level of the shape or color field in the model). To
simulate both individual and developmental differences
in this task, they varied the amount of this boost. A sim-
ilar mechanism could be incorporated into the architecture
presented here, and future simulations could test whether
a volitional modulation of resting levels could capture
attentional control in this task context. A follow-up study
showed that attention to the relevant dimension could be
supported in young children by providing additional ex-
perience along that dimension (i.e., playing a memory
game with colors before sorting by color; Perone,
Molitar, Buss, Spencer, & Samuelson, 2015). These em-
pirical and computational results converge with the infant
simulations to illustrate the tight link between memory
and attentional processes.

Additionally, using the spatial memory architecture de-
scribed in the previous section, Johnson and Spencer (2016)
simulated behavioral results that were previously proposed to
support the notion that spatial attention serves as a rehearsal
mechanism for spatial memory (Awh, Jonides, & Reuter-
Lorenz, 1998). In this task, participants were required to make
a color discrimination judgment during the memory delay of a
spatial recall trial. Awh et al. (1998) showed that spatial recall
was impaired when such judgments were required, and
interpreted the effect as a withdrawal of attention from the
remembered location. Using a dynamic model architecture,
Johnson and Spencer showed that spatial memory was not
merely worse following an intervening task, but that the posi-
tion in which the color stimulus appeared interacted with the
item held in memory. In particular, recall errors were systemat-
ically biased toward the location of the color stimulus, through
the continuous maintenance processes supporting memory dur-
ing the delay. This effect was achieved in a model that had no
specific Battention^ component, but rather emerged as a conse-
quence of the processes involving perceiving, remembering,
and responding to stimuli in the context of the specific task.

As this series of empirical and simulation results illus-
trates, implementing behavioral tasks into a process-based
model allows for careful analysis of the underlying pro-
cesses necessary to produce specific patterns of behavior.
This provides the opportunity to discover cases in which

Table 2 Trial sequence in the color discrimination task for participant 2

Trial no. Run/
Target
no.

Run direction Mitten
1 Color

Mitten
2 Color

Response

1 R1/T1 Ascending 356 356 Same

2 R1/T1 Ascending 356 4 Same

3 R1/T1 Ascending 356 12 Different

4 R1/T2 Ascending 136 136 Same

5 R1/T2 Ascending 136 144 Different

6 R2/T1 Descending 356 20 Different

7 R2/T1 Descending 356 12 Different

8 R2/T1 Descending 356 4 Different

9 R2/T1 Descending 356 356 Same

10 R2/T2 Descending 136 152 Different

11 R2/T2 Descending 136 144 Same

12 R3/T1 Descending 356 356 Different

13 R3/T1 Descending 356 356 Same

14 R3/T2 Ascending 136 136 Same

15 R3/T2 Ascending 136 144 Same

16 R3/T2 Ascending 136 152 Different

17 R4/T1 Ascending 356 356 Repeat
(Didn’t See)

18 R4/T1 Ascending 356 356 Same

19 R4/T1 Ascending 356 4 Same

20 R4/T1 Ascending 356 12 Same

21 R4/T1 Ascending 356 20 Different

22 R4/T2 Descending 136 160 Different

23 R4/T2 Descending 136 152 Different

24 R4/T2 Descending 136 144 Same

25 R5/T1 Descending 356 28 Different

26 R5/T1 Descending 356 20 Different

27 R5/T1 Descending 356 12 Different

28 R5/T1 Descending 356 4 Different

29 R5/T1 Descending 356 356 Different

30 R5/T1 Descending 356 356 Repeat
(Didn’t See)

31 R5/T1 Descending 356 356 Same

32 R5/T2 Ascending 136 136 Same

33 R5/T2 Ascending 136 144 Same

34 R5/T2 Ascending 136 152 Same

35 R5/T2 Ascending 136 160 Different

36 R6/T1 Descending 356 356 Different

37 R6/T1 Descending 356 356 Same

38 R6/T2 Descending 136 168 Different

39 R6/T2 Descending 136 160 Different

40 R6/T2 Descending 136 152 Different

41 R6/T2 Descending 136 144 Different

42 R6/T2 Descending 136 136 Same

Note. Mitten colors are reported in degrees. The first trial in each run is
marked in bold for ease of reading
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the behavioral signatures attributed to one process (e.g.,
shift rate as a measure of attention) arise through other
processes required by the task (e.g., encoding and com-
parison), and can explain why and how behavior relates
across different tasks. Together with our empirical results
indicating a shared source underlying developmental im-
provements in VWM resolution and capacity, this theoret-
ical perspective suggests a potential synthesis of prior
hypotheses to arrive at a more general explanation for
developmental change (see Simmering, in press, for
further discussion).

Conclusion

The results we present here provide evidence for a shared
source contributing to developmental improvements in the
resolution and capacity of VWM, two characteristics that have
often been presented as alternative accounts of VWM limits.
The predicted correlation was derived frommodel simulations
showing that the same underlying developmental change—
strengthening connectivity to increase real-time stability of
VWM—produced increases in the number of items that could
be maintained, as well as a more accurate use of memory
representations in service of behavior. Implementing our the-
ory in a process-based computational model allows for disso-
ciation between the nature of representations and how repre-
sentations are used in service of behavior. This highlights the
utility of computational models to formalize theoretical con-
structs, beyond Bslots^ and Bresources^, and to test how the
same representations might show different signatures across
behavioral tasks (see also Johnson et al., 2014; Simmering,
in press). This level of specificity produces testable hypothe-
ses that can provide novel insights into cognitive processes,
allowing for further theory refinement and synthesis of prior
findings over a broad range of tasks and age groups to provide
a unifying theory of the functioning and development of
VWM.
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Appendix A

This section includes further information on the data produced
from the color discrimination task, including data from two

sessions with children to illustrate the stair-casing procedure,
as well as behavioral estimates from ten lists of randomly-
generated responses. Trial sequences for the child par-
ticipant are listed in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, and
described in the next section. Estimates from the ran-
dom responses are discussed in the second section of
this appendix.

Data from child participants

Trial 1 for Participant 1 presented color 136° for the first
and second mittens (see Figs. 1 and A1), and the partici-
pant correctly responded Bsame.^ The next trial in this run
presented 136° for the first mitten, and 144° for the sec-
ond mitten (an ascending step of 8°) and the participant
again responded Bsame.^ The next trial presented 136° for
the first mitten, and 152° for the second mitten (another
ascending step of 8°) and the participant responded
Bdifferent.^ This ended Run 1 to Target 1, and the next
trial (Trial 4) began Run 1 to Target 2, presenting 356° for
the first and second mittens. The participant responded
Bsame,^ so Trial 5 presented 356° as the first mitten and
4° as the second mitten (an ascending step of 8°; 360°
wraps to 0° along the color dimension). The participant
again responded Bsame^, so the separation was increased
by another ascending step to 12°; following another
Bsame^ response, Trial 6 presented the 20° for the second
mitten. At this point , the part icipant responded
Bdifferent,^ terminating Run 1 to Target 2, and proceeding
to Run 2 to Target 1.

To begin Run 2 to Target 1, Trial 8 presented 136°
as the first mitten, but now the second mitten was 160°,
a color one step larger than the color ending the previ-
ous run to this target (which was 152° in this case).
When the participant responded Bdifferent,^ this initiated
a descending run, so the next trial presented a separa-
tion one step smaller (152°). The participant responded
Bsame,^ which terminated this run and began Run 2 to
Target 2. Runs continued in this manner, alternating
across targets until six runs had been completed for
each target. Note that Run 1 to each target was always
ascending; for all subsequent runs, the direction of
change depended on whether the participant responded
Bsame^ (ascending) or Bdifferent^ (descending) on the
first trial within that run.

Data from randomly-generated responses

To ensure that children’s performance did not reflect
random responding, we generated ten lists of Bsame^
or Bdifferent^ responses chosen randomly for each trial,
then entered these responses into our experimental pro-
gram. The first notable difference between our random
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responses and the child participants is the number of
ascending versus descending runs. The stair-casing pro-
cedure was set up to proceed with alternating directions
of runs, beginning with an ascending run that terminat-
ed with a Bdifferent^ response, then switching to de-
scending run that began with a separation one step larg-
er than the final separation tested in the prior run (see
examples in Tables 1 and 2). To account for the possi-
bility that a child may respond Bdifferent^ prematurely
in an ascending run, however, we added the contingen-
cy that a Bsame^ response at the beginning of a de-
scending run would switch the direction and continue
to ascend instead. Concretely, this is shown in Table 1
at Trial 26 (Run 5 to Target 2). This feature of the stair-
casing procedure could then produce different numbers
of ascending versus descending runs within the six runs
completed per target.

Most child participants had the expected three ascending
and three descending runs to one or both targets (22 and 38
participants, respectively, for 92 % of the final sample). The
remaining five participants who did not have three ascending
runs to either target had two runs in one direction and four runs
in the other direction (i.e., only one run per target that did not
conform to the expected direction). In contrast to the real
participants, our randomly-generated responses resulted in on-
ly one run in a given direction for six of these simulated
participants and zero for one simulated participant. This high
rate of violating the expected direction in the simulated par-
ticipants did not match the real participants’ performance,
which suggests that children were not responding randomly,
and that unexpected responses (i.e., Bsame^ at a larger sepa-
ration than a prior Bdifferent^ response) were relatively rare.

Next we calculated JND for each of the ten sessions in the
same manner as for participants. This yielded a mean JND of
−29.40 with a standard deviation of 16.14, which was notably
worse than the behavioral mean, even with outliers included
(M = −18.73, SD = 10.96). Thus, the pattern of performance
that would arise from random responding is not consistent
with children’s behavior in our task.

Appendix B

Here we describe the various methods we considered for de-
riving a single estimate of capacity, from the five K estimates
calculated from set sizes one through five, per participant.
Note that all descriptions of resulting estimates include data
from the children who were ultimately excluded as outliers as
well as the child who was excluded due to K = SS estimates in
all set sizes (thus, n = 72 for these calculations).

The first option we considered was to take the maximum
estimate across set sizes for each child (Olsson & Poom, 2005;
Todd & Marois, 2005); Simmering (2012) showed that this

method of estimation at the group level (i.e., 3- vs. 5- vs. 7-
year-olds) yielded similar statistical results to comparing pro-
portion correct across age groups. However, we felt this pro-
vided only a limited index of individual differences in perfor-
mance, as two children with the same maximum estimate may
have different estimates from other set sizes. For example, two
children in our sample had K estimates of 5.00 in set size five;
in set size four, however, one child’s estimate was 4.00 where-
as the other child’s estimate was 3.33. By including only the
set size five estimate, the difference in performance on set size
four would be masked.

Next we considered averaging across all set sizes to max-
imize the influence of individual differences; this method is
generally avoided because it underestimates capacity by in-
cluding low estimates (e.g., Vogel, Woodman, & Luck, 2001).
Indeed, 63 participants (88 % of the sample) had K estimates
of 1.00 in set size one, and 53 participants (74 %) had K
estimates of 2.00 in set size two. Although this method in-
cludes all of the data from each participant, we felt these
maxed-out estimates at low set sizes may have been artificially
truncating the variance in children’s performance. This led us
to consider averaging only set sizes higher than one or two;
although this overcame the limitation of the low estimates, it
may have excluded meaningful data from children whose es-
timates were not equal to the set size (i.e.,K < 1 in set size one,
K < 2 in set size two). The large age range we included pro-
vided ample variance in children’s memory abilities, indicat-
ing the need to include as much meaningful data per partici-
pant as possible.

Finally, we decided to use a method that included data from
multiple set sizes, but excluded those likely to be below the
individual participant’s capacity. We calculated this by order-
ing participants’ K estimates by increasing set size, then pro-
gressively eliminating estimates if K = SS, and averaging all K
estimates from set sizes above the lowest set size at which K <
SS. Beginning with set size one, there were ten participants
(14 % of the full sample of 73) whoseK estimate was less than
1; these ten participants’K values included all fiveK estimates
from set sizes one through five (66 trials total). Of the remain-
ing 62 participants, 14 (19 % of the full sample) had K esti-
mates below 2 in set size two, leading to the averaging of four
K estimates (derived from 50 trials total) in their K value. In
set size three, 32 of the remaining 48 (44 % of the full sample)
had K estimates below 3, resulting in K values that included
three K estimates (derived from 38 trials). Only one of the
remaining 16 children had a K estimate of 4 in set size
four—and was excluded from all analyses due to her K esti-
mate equaling 5 in set size five—allowing the use of K esti-
mates from set sizes four and five (24 trials total) to be aver-
aged for the final 15 children (21 % of the full sample).

Note that our results do not depend critically on the method
we chose for calculating K. For comparison, we also calculat-
ed correlations between JND andKmean (i.e., includingK from
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all set sizes) for all participants except the one with K = SS
(n = 71), and found similar results: including outliers, r69 =
.367, p < .001 excluding outliers, r63 = .332, p = .003.
Furthermore, Pearson’s correlation between K and Kmean

was very high (r = .978). Given the similar conclusions re-
garding individual differences that can be drawn from these
methods of calculation, we felt that K provided a more trans-
parent estimate of capacity, as it was not limited by low
estimates.
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